We report both theoretical and numerical results on convection for a binary magnetic mixture under rotation. We focus on the stationary convection for idealized boundary conditions. We obtain explicit expressions of convective thresholds in terms of the control parameters of the system. Close to bifurcation, the coefficients of the corresponding amplitude equation are determined analytically. The effect of the magnetophoresis and Kelvin force are emphasized and, finally, the nature of the bifurcation is discussed.
Introduction
Ferrofluids are superparamagnetic fluids formed by a stable colloidal suspension of magnetic nanoparticles dispersed in a carrier liquid, and there are two main features that distinguish ferrofluids from ordinary fluids, the polarization force and the body couple. In the last decades, much efforts have been dedicated to the study of the phenomenon of convective mechanism in ferrofluids. In addition, heat transfer through magnetic fluids, in particular, have been one of the leading areas of scientific study due to its technological applications [Berkovsky et al., 1973] . The ferrofluid convection has applications in high-power capacity transformer system where the ferrofluid is used as a material in the core as well as a coolant in the transform. To activate convective cooling, knowledge of concentration gradient, which will induce convection is required.
The first continuum description of the magnetic fluids was due to Neuringer and Rosensweig [1964] . Later, Finlayson [1970] studied the convective instability of a magnetic fluid for a fluid layer heated from below in the presence of a uniform vertical magnetic field. It discussed both shear free and rigid horizontal boundaries using the linear stability method. Convective instability for a rotating layer of a magnetic fluid have been studied by Gupta and Gupta [1979] , and Venkatasubramanian and Kaloni [1994] . Auernhammer and Brand [2000] formulated the Küppers-Lortz instability for a magnetic fluid. In addition, Ryskin and Pleiner [2004] , using the nonequilibrium thermodynamics have derived a complete set of equations to describe ferrofluids in an external magnetic field. This description is made in terms of a binary mixture where the magnetophoretic effect, as well as magnetic stresses, have been taken into account in the static and dynamic parts of the ferrofluid equations. Recently, when the magnetophoretic effect have been neglected, we have analyzed the thermal convection for rotating ferrofluid for idealized boundary condition for the typical conductive state in the stationary case and it was found that an analytical expression for the Rayleigh number is a function of control parameters [Laroze et al., 2006] .
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the influence of magnetophoretic effect and the coupling between the concentration and magnetic effect in the rotating convective thresholds of the binary magnetic mixtures for idealized boundary conditions. To this aim, a binary mixture of ferrofluids heated from below and rotated around the vertical axis is considered. A linear stability analysis of the conduction state is performed in the framework of Navier-Stokes equations and we have obtained explicit expressions of convective thresholds in terms of the control parameters of the system. The weakly nonlinear analysis for stationary convection is performed and the explicit coefficients of the amplitude equation are calculated. For a critical value of the parameters, the coefficient of the cubic nonlinearity of the amplitude equation is zero, then the system exhibits a transition between supercritical and subcritical bifurcation. The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2, the basic hydrodynamic equations for binary magnetic mixture convection are presented. In Sec. 3 the linear stability analysis of the conduction state is performed, in the case of idealized boundary condition, and we find an analytical expression of the Rayleigh number. In Sec. 4, the weakly nonlinear analysis is developed and we find the explicit expression for the coefficient of the stationary amplitude equation; also we show that due to rotational effects a supercritical-subcritical transition appears. In Sec. 5 the wavelength instabilities are discussed. Finally, conclusions are presented in Sec. 6.
Theoretical Model
We consider a layer of incompressible binary magnetic fluid, of thickness d, parallel to the xy-plane, with very large horizontal extension, in a gravitational field g and submitted to a vertical temperature gradient. The layer is rotating uniformly about the vertical with uniform angular velocity . The magnetic fluid properties can be modeled as electrically nonconducting superparamagnets, and it is assumed to be placed in a magnetic field H parallel toẑ, which would be homogeneous if the magnetic fluid were absent. Let us choose the z-axis such that g = −gẑ and that the layer has its interfaces at z = −d/2 and z = d/2 (see Fig. 1 ). Under the Boussinesq approximation, the dimensionless balance equations of the conduction read as
with
where D t f = ∂ t f + v · ∇f is the material derivative and v the velocity field, p eff the effective pressure, ρ the mass density, ρ 0 a reference mass density, ν the viscosity, M the magnetization field, c v,H the specific heat capacity at constant volume and magnetic field, T the temperature, T 0 a reference temperature, χ T the pyromagnetic coefficient, κ the thermal diffusivity, C the magnetic particle concentration, D s the Soret coefficient, D c the diffusion coefficient and D f the Dufour coefficient.
For the total density we use the following linear state equation
where α T , α c and α c are the thermal, the mass and the magnetic expansion coefficients, respectively; and f = f − f 0 . In addition, for the magnetic field H and the magnetic induction B, we suppose that the system is not a conductor, that is, it is governed by the Maxwell equation:
Furthermore the relationship between these fields B = H + M and note that from Eq. (6) the magnetic field can be of the form of the scalar magnetic potential H = −∇φ. For the magnetization field we use the typical phenomenological state equation
Now we analyzed the boundary conditions (BCs); thermal BCs, a static temperature difference across the layer is imposed, T (z = −d/2) = T 0 + T and T (z = d/2) = T 0 ; for the BC concentration we impose the impermeable boundary conditions, hence n·∇(C−(D s /D c )T +(χ c /γ H )H 0 (n·∇)H) = 0 at both boundaries, where n is a unitary vector normal to the boundaries. Moreover, for the magnetic BCs we used the typical continuity condition n × (H in − H ex ) = 0 and n · (B in − B ex ) = 0. For velocity we will consider unrealistic free interfaces. Hence, from Eqs. (1)- (8) and using these boundary conditions the conductive basic state is
where
Therefore, the perturbation equation of the conducting state can be written as
Also the following groups of dimensionless numbers have been introduced: (a) (pure fluids) the Rayleigh number 
, the magnetophoretic number which gives rise to a field dependence of heat and concentration cur-
is a measure of the deviation of the magnetization curve from the linear behavior M 0 = χ H H 0 , the relative strength of temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility
Let us comment about the numerical values of the parameters; the parameters R a and T a may be changed in several orders of magnitude. The magnetic numbers have the following order of magnitude [Laroze et al., 2006] . The values of M 4 , M 5 and F are very small, so the following analysis will not take them into account.
Using the afore-mentioned assumptions, we can write Eqs. (13)- (17) in the following way:
with u = (u, v, w, p, θ, c, φ) T and where £ is the spatio-temporal linear operator and N stands for the nonlinear part of the respective equations, and they are given as:
and
In the next sections we will develop the linear and weakly nonlinear analysis.
Linear Stability Analysis
In order to calculate the linear stability analysis, we only need the linear parts of Eq. (19). The spacetemporal dependencies of u(r, t) are separated by the usual normal mode expansion:
with U = (U, V, W, P, Θ, Ψ, Φ) T , where k is the horizontal wave number vector, r ⊥ is the transversal vector and where s = σ + iΩ denotes the complex eigenvalues; σ is the growth factor of a perturbation, and Ω its frequency.
With the purpose to find analytical expressions we impose the following boundary conditions
For aqueous suspensions of ferrofluid, we can assume that the separation ratio ψ > 0, so as follow we will analyze only the stationary convection case [Ryskin & Pleiner, 2004] . Hence, the eigenvalue problem gives the Rayleigh number, and the stationary bifurcation is obtained for the condition of marginal linear stability s = 0. In the fundamental mode, we can introduce the ansatz on the z-component of velocity:
Therefore, £u = 0 leads to 
As solvability condition to the linear part of Eq. (19) we find the following relation of the parameters has a stationary instability (marginal curve)
where Γ = 1 + M 2 ψ m and Λ = 1 + ψ + M 1 (1 + ψ m ). Note that, Eq. (30) reproduces all the known results, for instance, if we take ψ = 0, ψ m = 0, M 2 = 0 we obtain the expression of R a for a rotating magnetic fluid [Auernhammer & Brand, 2000] ; and also, if we take T a = 0 we recover R a for a simple ferrofluid [Finlayson, 1970] . The minimum of the marginal curve (∂ k R a = 0) gives the critical wave number k c and, the critical Rayleigh number, R ac , can be obtained by replacing it in formula (30).
The main results are displayed in Fig. 2 , where we plot the critical Rayleigh number, R ac , as a function of the Taylor number, T a , at M 3 = 1.1, ψ = 1 and ψ m = 1 for different values of the magnetophoretic number M 2 . We observe that, for these fixed parameters when M 2 increases, R ac increases too. Also, we remark that, when M 1 and ψ m increase the critical Rayleigh number decreases while it increases when the rotation ratio is increased. Therefore, binary effects are destabilized effects and the rotation stabilizes the system.
Weakly Nonlinear Analysis
In this section the evolution of the pattern is developed by means of a multiple scale analysis used by Newell, Whitehead and Segel [Newell & Whitehead, 1969; Segel, 1969] . We will assume that, a small amplitude convection cell is imposed on the basic flow. For values of the control parameter R a given by Eq. (30) close to its threshold value R ac , hence the bifurcation parameter will be
We expand all functions in and assume that all variations of the linearized solutions can be incorporated into an amplitude function A. If this amplitude is of size of (O( )) then the interaction of the cell with itself forces a second harmonic and a mean state of correction of size O( 2 ) and these in turn drive an O( 3 ) correction to the fundamental component of the imposed roll. A solvability criterion for this last correction yields an equation of the complex amplitude A(X, Y, T ) of the imposed disturbance, this is the NewellWhitehead-Segel (NWS) equation. To simplify the problem we assume the formation of cylindrical rolls with axis parallel to y-axis so that y-dependence disappears from (19). The z-dependence is contained entirely in the sine and cosine functions, which ensures that the free-free boundary conditions are satisfied. Therefore, our expansion is
Here u (0) is the linear solution. Inserting the above equation into the governing Eq. (19), we expand there to obtain a hierarchy of equations
These equations must be solved iteratively each time fulfilling the solvability condition
where u † are the solution of the kernel of the linear adjoint problem (£ + u † = 0). Also, r.h.s means the corresponding right-hand side of the perturbation equations and • denote the inner product which is an average over a suitable volume. The solvability condition at O( 3 ) leads to an equation for amplitude A of type [Tagare et al., 2008] :
Equation (37) is the NWS equation and describes the variation of the slow time scale 2 t and slow spatial scales x and √ y, perpendicular to the rolls. For = 0, we do not get NWS. The coefficients of this equation can be calculated as [Auernhammer & Brand, 2000] :
The coefficients τ 0 and ξ 2 0 are known as growth rate amplitude and the curvature of the marginal stability curve, respectively. After straight-forward calculations, the explicit expressions of these coefficients can be written as
with q 2 = k 2 + π 2 , Σ = π 2 T a + q 6 c and Ξ = 1 + ψ + M 2 (−ψ + ψ m ). Note that, we can recover some previous results, for instance, if we put ψ = ψ m = M 2 = 0 we obtain
The last equation is the exactly cubic coefficient found by [Kaloni & Lou, 2004] . show the linear coefficients τ −1 0 and ξ 2 0 as a function of the Taylor number, T a , at M 1 = 10, M 2 = 1 and M 3 = 1.1 for different values of separation ratio ψ and magnetic separation ratio ψ M , respectively. From Fig. 3 we observe that τ 0 decreases both when T a and ψ increase. Also, from Fig. 4 we observe that ξ 2 0 decreases when T a increases, while it increases when ψ and ψ M increase. In addition, for g > 0 we get forward bifurcation (supercritical bifurcation), for g < 0 we get backward bifurcation (subcritical bifurcation), and at g = 0 we get tricritical bifurcation point which is the transition point between subcritical and supercritical bifurcations; and this critical transition is also denominated in supercritical quintic bifurcation. Figure 5 shows the normalized cubic nonlinear coefficient g as a function of T a for different values of the separation ratio ψ and the magnetic separation ratio ψ m at M 1 = 10, M 2 = 1 and M 3 = 1.1 and we observe that for low rotation rate when the binary effect increase the normalized nonlinear coefficient g/g max increases too. In addition, we observe that g increases when M 2 increases, irrespective of the rotation rate (inset of Fig. 5 ). On the other hand, we numerically find that g = 0 and that g < 0 as is shown in Fig. 6 for some region of parameters; therefore a supercritical-subcritical transition appears. This phenomenon was observed before as a consequence of the rotational effect [Tagare et al., 2008] (inset of Fig. 6 ). We remark that, our analysis is valid only for explaining the phenomenon when g > 0, but we have another range of physical parameters for g < 0 and in this case, it is necessary to use the Cubic-Quintic Subcritical Newell-WhiteheadSegel equation [Clerc et al., 2008] , this model will be presented in future works. Furthermore, for the stationary case dropping the y-dependences in Eq. (48), we have
and its analytical solution is
where A 0 = 2 /g and ζ = 2 /2ξ 2 0 . Hence, the maximum of steady amplitude A, denoted by |A max |, is given by |A max | = 2 /g. We can use A max to calculate Nusselt number, Nu. This number measures the ratio of the total heat transfer across a horizontal plane to the heat transfer by conduction alone, and it can be expressed as Nu = 1 + (πq c ) 2 |A max | 2 / √ 1 + ; and from it, we get the convection for Nu > 1 and conduction for Nu = 1.
Wavelength Instabilities
To study the properties of stripe pattern with a given phase winding number δk = k − k c we substitute
into Eq. (37) and we obtain
The steady state uniform solution of Eq. (48) is
Letũ(x, y, t) + iṽ (x, y, t) be an infinitesimal perturbation from a uniform steady state solution A 1o given by Eq. (49). Now substituting
into Eq. (48) and equating real and imaginary parts, we obtain
We analyze Eqs. (51) and (52) by using normal modes of the form
Putting these normal modes into Eqs. (51) and (52) we get,
On solving Eqs. (55) and (56), it is possible to find the dispersion relationship:
where ς = 2δk + k 2 y /k c . The above equation is a quadratic equation on S, so it will be two real roots, (S±) and are then defined as
We note that, solution S(−) is clearly negative, thus the corresponding mode is stable and if S(+) is positive then rolls can be unstable. Symmetry considerations help us to restrict the study S(+) to a domain (k x ≥ 0, k y ≥ 0). In this next subsections we study two important instabilities.
Longitudinal perturbations and Eckhaus instability
Inserting k y = 0 into Eq. (58), we get
Since the roots are real and their sum is always negative, the pattern is stable as long as both roots are negative, i.e. their product is positive. The stripe pattern becomes unstable when the product is negative, i.e. when k 2 x ≥ 2(δk 2 − 1/ξ 2 0 ) and k 2 x ≤ 2(3ξ 2 0 δk 2 − 2 ) for this requires 2 /3ξ 2 0 ≤ |δk| ≤ 2 /ξ 2 0 ; this condition defines the domain of the Eckhaus instability. The above condition implies that the most unstable wave vector tends to zero, when |δk| → 2 /3ξ 2 0 .
Transverse perturbations and zigzag instability
Let us consider Eq. (58), we get 
This implies that δk < 0 defines the domain of the zigzag instability. Since ξ 2 0 > 0, we get |δk| > k 2 y /4k c . Figures 7 and 8 show the Regions of Eckhuas instability and zigzag instability. We observe that when the magnetophoretic effect increases these regions change drastically. In addition, the effect of rotation rate on long wavelength instabilities is E E Z S observed, the Eckhuas instability and zigzag instability regions increase when T a increases. 
Conclusions
In the present work, Rayleigh-Benard convection in a binary magnetic fluid liquid mixture under rotation is studied. We determine the stability thresholds for stationary convection for free-free boundary conditions. We found that, the binary effects drastically reduce the critical Rayleigh number and the magnetophoretic effect increases the critical Rayleigh number. The weakly nonlinear analysis was performed and the analytical expression of the coefficient of the corresponding amplitude equation was obtained. Due to the binary and rotational effects a supercritical-subcritical transition appears. Also, the parameters regions for the Eckhaus instability and zigzag instability were found.
